The high diversity of urban environments, at both the inter and intra levels, poses challenges for robotics research. Such challenges include discrepancies in urban features between cities and the deterioration of sensor measurements within a city. With such diversity in consideration, this paper aims to provide Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) and image data acquired in complex urban environments. In contrast to existing datasets, the presented dataset encapsulates various complex urban features and addresses the major issues of complex urban areas, such as unreliable and sporadic Global Positioning System (GPS) data, multi-lane roads, complex building structures, and the abundance of highly dynamic objects. This paper provides two types of LiDAR sensor data (2D and 3D) as well as navigation sensor data with commercial-level accuracy and high-level accuracy. In addition, two levels of sensor data are provided for the purpose of assisting in the complete validation of algorithms using consumer-grade sensors. A forward-facing stereo camera was utilized to capture visual images of the environment and the position information of the vehicle that was estimated through simultaneous localization mapping (SLAM) are offered as a baseline. This paper presents 3D map data generated by the SLAM algorithm in the LASer (LAS) format for a wide array of research purposes, and a file player and a data viewer have been made available via the Github webpage to allow researchers to conveniently utilize the data in a Robot Operating System (ROS) environment. The provided file player is capable of sequentially publishing large quantities of data, similar to the rosbag player. The dataset in its entirety can be found at http://irap.kaist.ac.kr/dataset.
Introduction
Recent research on autonomous vehicles relies on navigational and perceptual sensors for the localization, mapping, planning, and maneuvering of the vehicle. It is notable that multi-aspect datasets impose significant meaning for realworld targeted implementation and validation. Recently reported datasets focus on a variety of longer and larger environments obtained from various sensor modalities. This paper proposes to capture and present metropolitan data in a multi-modal fashion, specifically including cameras and light detection and ranging (LiDAR) sensors, two perceptual sensors that are widely utilized in autonomous vehicle research. Cameras mainly acquire visual sensor information of the environment to enhance semantic and metric localization and mapping performance. Despite the flourishing popularity and cost-effectiveness of cameras, visual images captured by cameras are vulnerable to environmental and illumination variance. Researchers are actively overcoming such limitations through recent advancements in deeplearning-based approaches, widening the visual application in varying environments. However, even a single instance of perceptual aliasing could be problematic for autonomous vehicles. Unlike cameras, LiDARs measure structural information from range measurements and reflectance intensity.
Using LiDARs alleviates issues related to changes in weather and illumination, though subtle distortion may occur due to fog and rain.
In order to complementarily exploit the characteristics of sensors, many researchers favor the combination of multiple sensors. Examples of datasets that involve the usage of the aforementioned sensors include the following. Camera image datasets (Cordts et al., 2016; Leung et al., 2011) provide images and semantic labels tagged with accurate camera positions for utilization in visual odometry, vehicle detection, and semantic segmentation. Event camera datasets involve recently introduced event cameras (Mueggler et al., 2017; Zhu et al., 2018) for the purpose of overcoming illumination and motion blur issues caused by conventional optical images. Datasets based on LiDAR sensors (Pomerleau et al., 2012) were widely adopted in three dimensional (3D) point cloud object detection, LiDAR odometry, and 3D mapping algorithms. In recent years, researchers have reported datasets for visual inertial research (Burri et al., 2016; Miller et al., 2018 ) that accurately estimates the position of a camera by employing Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) sensors. Whereas the aforementioned datasets focus on a single sensor modality, multi-sensor datasets (Huang et al., 2010 (Huang et al., , 2018 Maddern et al., 2017) provide data related to cameras, LiDAR, and navigation sensors to enable users to select data according to the purpose in hand.
In the aforementioned datasets, however, the data were mostly collected from a single city and its suburbs whereas the captured diversity is rather intracity. Compared with the existing urban datasets, our dataset is most distinguishable by the level of complexity representing the diverse aspect of the urban area. Kilometers of urban canyon, multi-lane wide road, high-rise buildings, densely cluttered residential area collected from four different cities are the unique features of the provided dataset. As the complexity increases to metropolitan level, new critical challenges appear (e.g., sudden sensor data loss from a severe Global Positioning System (GPS) blackout, occlusion, and large traffic). We provide data from multiple cities including a complex metropolitan area, which was not covered by existing datasets.
In this dataset, typical LiDAR sensor data, 2D and 3D LiDAR, are provided. Two 3D LiDARs were mounted on the left-and right-hand sides of the vehicle at an angle of approximately 45 8 to maximize data acquisition coverage. Two 2D LiDARs were mounted on the rear and front of the vehicle facing downwards and upwards, respectively, to effectively acquire information on buildings and roads. The data of the Fiber Optic Gyro (FOG), IMU, GPS, and encoder sensors, which are navigation sensors for the purpose of estimating the pose of the vehicle, are provided in the CSV file format. The vehicle poses were estimated using the Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) algorithm with the LiDAR data and data from navigation sensors such as GPS, FOG, and wheel encoders. The set of pose data was stored at a rate of approximately 100 Hz and was provided as a baseline. Using the estimated baseline, a reconstructed 3D map can be viewed through WebGL on the website, and 3D map data are also provided in LASer (LAS) format.
Extending from our previous publication (Jeong et al., 2018) , this study incorporates the addition of stereo camera data to support vision based robotics research. A summary of the key contributions of this paper are as follows:
provides data for a variety of environments such as downtown area, apartment complexes, and underground parking lot; provides a baseline via a SLAM algorithm using highly accurate navigational sensors and semi-automatic loopclosure process; provides sensor data with two levels of accuracy (economic sensors with consumer-grade accuracy and costly high-precision sensors); provides 3D point cloud data in LAS format reconstructed using SLAM algorithm and associated data viewer via WebGL; provides development tools for publishing and viewing data in the Robot Operating System (ROS) environment to support the general robotics community.
The structure of this paper is as follows. Section 2 summarizes the currently open datasets and compares them with the dataset presented in this paper. Section 3 describes the configuration of the sensor system for obtaining data and the calibration process for each sensor. Section 4 explains the structure of the dataset presented in this paper. Finally, Section 6 discusses the conclusions and future direction of this study.
Related works
Diverse capture of visual and structural scenes were released via various datasets and utilized in many computer vision studies and implementations. Such datasets performed as benchmark baselines and enabled the advancement of research. The datasets provided the ground truth of robot position and image labels, enabling many researchers around the world to research without system and data limitations. Table 1 summarizes recent datasets for autonomous navigation and 3D mapping.
The New College Dataset (Smith et al., 2009 ) provides data from a campus and a park that were obtained using a Segway robotic platform. A LiDAR was mounted on the side of the Segway to obtain distance measurements, providing both stereo and omnidirectional images. In response to the increasing interest in autonomous vehicles, the DARPA challenge has focused on a variety of topics since the early 2000s to test the development of autonomous driving technology. The DARPA dataset (Huang et al., 2010) presents the data acquired during the DARPA Urban Challenge in 2007 for research purposes. The data were acquired using a Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) autonomous car, Talos, which traveled for approximately 90 km with a precise navigation system, 5 cameras, 12 2D LiDARs, and a single 3D LiDAR. With the development of autonomous navigation technology, the ways in which sensors are influenced by various environments have become a major issue, and a multitude of sensors have been developed to overcome such limitations. The Marulan dataset (Peynot et al., 2010) artificially created environments such as dust, fog, and rain, and data were obtained in various environments using LiDARs, a camera, a Radio Detection and Ranging (RADAR) sensor, and an infrared (IR) camera. With further progress being made regarding the localization of autonomous vehicles, studies have utilized High Definition (HD) maps composed of 3D point cloud for pose estimations of greater accuracy. The Ford dataset (Pandey et al., 2011) contains 3D LiDAR and omnidirectional camera data in addition to data from pushbloom type 2D LiDARs suitable for 3D mapping. This dataset incorporates both consumer-level IMU data and high-precision Inertial Navigation System (INS) data, and consists of large and small loop closures for SLAM algorithm research.
With an increasing number of studies focused on localization and SLAM research, a method of comparing the performance of developed algorithms became a necessity. The KITTI dataset (Geiger et al., 2013) provides such a method using common data. Online benchmarks for visual odometry, image tracking, and semantic segmentation are available on the website. This dataset is the most widely used dataset in autonomous vehicle and computer vision research. One of the most important purposes of using open datasets is for the ground-truth information. The MIT Stata dataset (Fallon et al., 2013) and the NCLT dataset (Carlevaris-Bianco et al., 2016) provide the ground-truth position of a robot estimated using SLAM algorithms. The NCLT dataset (Carlevaris-Bianco et al., 2016) and the Oxford dataset (Maddern et al., 2017 ) acquired data over an extensive period of time at similar locations, including changes in data over time. Such data can be used to evaluate the way in which an algorithm is affected by changes in data over time. The Malaga dataset (Blanco-Claraco et al., 2014) , which contains data for 36.8 km of running, can be used to evaluate the performance of algorithms in various environments. The Apolloscape dataset (Huang et al., 2018) , which was released recently, provides an RGB video and the corresponding dense 3D point cloud. In addition, the Apolloscape dataset presents labeled images using an efficient labeling pipeline with high-precision 3D point clouds and provides lane information that was extracted based on color and shape.
System overview
This section describes the configuration of the hardware platform and the calibration process of the LiDARs, cameras, and odometry. Figure 1 shows the block diagram of the sensor hardware. The navigation sensor data were small in size and the acquisition speed was higher compared with cameras and LiDARs. Three PCs were used to collect the data without delays. Each PC received data from the navigation sensors, camera images, and LiDAR data, respectively. The system clocks of the three PCs were periodically synchronized using the Chrony library to ensure sub-millisecond clock calibration (Curnow, 2014) . Each PC used an i7 processor, 512 GB solid state drive (SSD), and 32 GB DDR4 memory. The sensor drivers and logger were developed on the Ubuntu operating system.
System configuration
The objectives of this sensor system, illustrated in Figure 2 , were to acquire navigation sensor data with different accuracy level, diverse types of LiDAR sensor data, and stereo images that can be used for various purposes. The presented dataset simultaneously provides relatively less-accurate data obtained from inexpensive sensors and highly accurate data obtained from expensive sensors to estimate the attitude of the vehicle. The dataset also provides two types of LiDAR data: 3D LiDAR, which collects data in 3D at low rates, and 2D LiDAR, which collects data in 2D at high rates. In addition, stereo images that are usable for visual odometry, object detection, and 3D reconstruction are provided. The details of sensor configuration are summarized in Figure 3 and Table 2 . A total of four LiDAR sensors (two 3D and two 2D) were mounted on the vehicle and were used to acquire distance measurements. 3D LiDAR sensors (VLP-16 by Velodyne) simultaneously measure 16 range observations through 16 distance measuring sensors (16 channels) in the vertical direction while rotating horizontally, and are typically capable of obtaining data at rotation frequencies of 10-20 Hz. In this dataset, data was collected at a rate of 10 Hz. The 3D LiDAR sensors were mounted on the rear of the vehicle, tilted approximately 458 to the left and right. This configuration was intended to maximize data collection coverage as the vehicle moves in the forward direction. In addition, the VLP-16 can use Pulse Per Second (PPS) signals and GPS data to synchronize its internal counter.
This tight synchronization might be helpful in case when only two-sensor synchronization is sufficient. However, when more complicated synchronization is needed for multiple sensors and logging PCs, we found that synchronizing the system clocks of the multiple logging PCs provides a more reliable solution to integrate the time stamps of the sensor data.
The 2D LiDAR sensors installed in the system are SICK LMS511 model and measure single-channel data. The LMS511 has a data-acquisition rate of up to 100 Hz and has greater accuracy than the VLP-16. On the other hand, the amount of data are relatively small as the LMS511 measures a single distance at a time. The 2D LiDAR sensors were installed facing forward and backward. The middle, forward-facing 2D LiDAR is suitable for obtaining data on the structures of buildings and infrastructure of the road, whereas the rear-facing 2D LiDAR is appropriate for acquiring information on the roads.
A stereo camera was utilized to obtain the front-view images. An external trigger was used for precise synchronization of the cameras, and the images were acquired at a speed of 10 Hz. The images were stored as loss-less PNG format as unrectified 8-bit Bayer pattern images. Fig. 1 . Block diagram of the sensor system. Three PCs were used to prevent data acquisition delay, and another PC saved the data in a local drive. All PC times were carefully synchronized using Chrony (Curnow, 2014 ), a NTP library . Fig. 2 . The mapping vehicle equipped with navigation sensors (red boxes) for estimating the position of the vehicle, as well as LiDAR and a front stereo camera (yellow boxes) for obtaining data from the surrounding environment . The navigation sensors in the system consist of sensors with two levels of accuracy. The sensors for estimating the attitude of the vehicle are composed of IMU and three-axis FOG. The three-axis FOG provides highly precise rotation measurements and is used to calculate the baseline of the vehicle in this paper. On the other hand, IMU measures diverse data such as geomagnetism data, acceleration, and angular velocity, but is less accurate than FOG. GPS is used to estimate the global position of the vehicle. The sensor system of this study uses two levels of GPS sensors. The Virtual Reference Station (VRS)-GPS obtains carrier data by communicating with the reference station and corrects the GPS data to calculate the global position with an accuracy within 10 cm. The commercial-grade GPS does not have such correction processes, resulting in errors of several meters. The accuracy of GPS measurements depends on the number of satellites and the surrounding environment. In the case of complex cities with several high-rise buildings, the VRS-GPS also has difficulty in estimating position. The dataset of this paper presents data of a wheel encoder to accurately determine the travel distance of the vehicle and altimeter sensors to measure relative altitude changes. Figure 3 shows the configuration of the sensors installed in the vehicle. The center of the sensor system is the ground surface with zero height at the center position of the rear wheel axle of the vehicle. The extrinsic parameters of all sensors in the vehicle coordinate system were calculated through a calibration process. Figure 3 (a) and (b) show the top view of the rear and front sections of the sensor system, respectively, and Figure 3 (c) shows the side view of the sensor system. Each sensor has individual local coordinate systems, and the red, green, and blue arrows represent the x, y, and z reference axes for each local coordinate system. Most sensors were mounted outside the vehicle, with the exception of the three-axis FOG and the encoder. The three-axis FOG was mounted inside the vehicle, and a magnetic wheel encoder used for travel distance estimation was installed in the rear wheel of the vehicle. Additional details are listed in Table 2 .
Odometry calibration
For accurate odometry calculation, calibration of the encoder parameters was performed using high-precision sensors: VRS-GPS and FOG. To ensure the accuracy of the VRS-GPS, a sensor used to estimate precise global position, calibration was performed in a wide and flat open space. Both wheel encoders that were attached to the rear wheels of the vehicle have a resolution of 4,096 pulses per round, and the forward kinematics of the vehicle is calculated using three parameters w = (d l , d r , w b ): the left and right rear wheel diameters, and the wheel base between the two rear wheels (Roh et al., 2017) . In order to obtain the relative measurement of the vehicle using the VRS-GPS, the 2D pose graph
was constructed using data from the two sensors when accurate measurement values of the VRS-GPS were obtained. The parameter of the encoder was estimated through optimization using the relative transformation z i = x i + 1 É x i on the vehicle coordinate system and forward motion from the kinematics k i (w):
The kinematics of the vehicle is a function of average distance (l avr = ( 
where É is the inverse motion operator (Smith et al., 1990) , and O i represents the uncertainty of the VRS-GPS and the FOG. The parameters calculated using the FOG and the VRS-GPS are used as initial parameter values. Using the calculated initial parameters, the encoder parameters were optimized further through comparison with a baseline trajectory estimated via SLAM. Figure 4 illustrates the calibration process of the encoder parameters using the baseline. The calculated parameters are provided in the EncoderParameter.txt file in the calibration folder.
LiDAR calibration
LiDAR calibration is also required for relative coordinate transformations of each LiDAR sensor. Table 3 summarizes the subscript of each coordinate frame used in this paper. This study mainly relies on the 3D LiDAR point cloud in the calibration phase as there is no guarantee of direct overlap between two 2D LiDARs. In order to estimate the extrinsic parameter of LiDAR sensors, the following three processes were performed. 3.3.1. 3D LiDAR to 3D LiDAR. The left 3D LiDAR was used as the sensor associated to the reference frame among the four LiDARs installed in the vehicle throughout the entire LiDAR calibration process. First, estimation of the relative position of the 3D LiDARs is required. In contrast to line-by-line acquisition of 2D LiDAR sensors, 3D LiDARs acquire 3D data of space. Figure 5 shows the LiDAR calibration process. The green and red points are the left and right 3D LiDAR data, respectively. As shown in the figure, for 3D LiDAR calibration, the overlapping data of the two 3D sensors was utilized and relative rotation (R rl ) and translation (t rl ) were calculated by minimizing the error between the projected points using the GICP algorithm (Segal et al., 2009) :
Computed transformation maps the i th right LiDAR point cloud data (p r, i ) to the corresponding left LiDAR point cloud data (p l, i ).
3.3.2. 3D LiDAR to the vehicle. Using the computed transformation between the 3D LiDAR sensors, the data of the two sensors were aligned to generate the combined point cloud. As the calibration process is performed on a planar ground surface, the height of the point cloud on the ground should be zero given the center of the vehicle is on the ground surface. Thus, by adjusting the height of the merged point cloud above the ground to zero, it is possible to compute the roll, pitch, and z values of the two 3D LiDAR sensors in the vehicle reference coordinate system. First, the points on the ground were extracted using the random sample consensus (RANSAC) algorithm by fitting the plane. It is possible to estimate the roll, pitch, and z values of the 3D LiDAR sensors by adjusting z value to zero as the least square problem using singular value decomposition (SVD). This procedure alleviates the relative height difference between the vehicle center and the two 3D LiDARs.
However, adjustments of the relative position (x, y) and the angular (yaw) difference are required. The calibration was performed by operating the vehicle in a round trip and examining common objects during the trip, comparing scenes from two reversed viewpoints. For this process, VRS-GPS and FOG, which are high-precision sensors, were employed. This part of the calibration process was performed in an open space to ensure reliable GPS reception. During the round trip, the precise position of the vehicle was obtained by mainly relying on the VRS-GPS. 3D point clouds generated from in/outbound trips were examined by focusing on the common objects along the trip and securing alignment.
3.3.3. 3D LiDAR to 2D LiDAR. In the previous two steps, the transformation of the two 3D LiDARs was estimated in the vehicle coordinate system. The final step involves the calculation of the transformation of the 2D LiDARs (P vb , P vm ) with respect to the vehicle center. A direct pointbased comparison is challenging as there is no overlap between the two 2D LiDARs. Therefore, the transformation of the 2D LiDARs in the vehicle coordinate system was estimated by identifying the relationship between the 3D LiDARs and the 2D LiDARs. The rear 2D LiDAR data overlaps with the 3D point cloud on the backside, and the data of the 2D LiDAR in the middle section overlaps with the 3D point cloud above the vehicle. The relationship between the 2D LiDAR and 3D LiDAR data are estimated by performing point-to-plane alignment using complex structures around the vehicle:
The calibration result is provided with the datasets in both Euler format and SE(3) format. Table 4 lists an example of the calculated transformation values of each LiDAR sensor.
Stereo camera calibration
The calibration process of the stereo camera is divided into two parts. First is the stereo calibration for the calculation of the internal parameters of the cameras and the relationship between the two cameras. The second involves extrinsic calibration for the calculation of the transformation of the two cameras in the vehicle center coordinate system. 3.4.1. Stereo intrinsic calibration. The stereo calibration includes the calculation of internal parameters for both cameras and the estimation of the transformation between the cameras. Calibration of the cameras was performed using a checkboard (Zhang, 2000) , whereas the internal parameters and the transformation between the two cameras were simultaneously calculated. The average reprojection error calculated using the estimated parameters was approximately 0.2 pixels. The computed information can be used for the rectification of the stereo image ( Figure 6 ). The calculated parameters are provided in the calibration folder in yaml format (left.yaml, right.yaml) for ROS and mat format (stereoParmas.mat) for MATLAB.
Stereo extrinsic calibration.
Stereo extrinsic calibration yields the position of the stereo camera in the vehicle coordinate system. The stereo cameras, which face forward at the front of the vehicle, possess few overlaps with the LiDAR data, and thus general calibration methods are infeasible. Hence, the SLAM results are used to solve calibration problems of non-overlapping sensor systems (Scott et al., 2015) . In an environment where GPS accuracy is guaranteed, the path of the vehicle obtained through the SLAM algorithm using LiDAR data has a high level of accuracy and is close to the ground truth. Extrinsic parameters (P vL ) are calculated by projecting the global point clouds that were reconstructed through the vehicle path onto each image:
In (5), P i is the i th global point cloud, P
g is the global position of the vehicle corresponding to k th image, P vL is the extrinsic parameter of the left stereo camera, and K is the intrinsic parameter of the camera. Here p (k) i is the projected ith point on the kth image. The normalized information distance (NID) between the gray image value of the projected point and the intensity values of the LiDAR points for the multiple images is used as the cost function:
where
P xy log (P xy )
The extrinsic parameter value can be estimated by calculating the parameter that minimizes the NID value through optimization:
For more information on the process, please refer to Jeong et al. (2019) .
Dataset description
This section describes the format and structure of the data, the baseline trajectory, and the development tools. 
Experimental environment
This dataset encompasses the characteristics of diverse urban environments from wide roads with multiple lanes (10 lanes or greater) to narrow roads with high-rise buildings. Table 5 lists the provided sequences, showing the average number of GPS satellites, the type of sensor, and the length of the vehicle path for each sequence. Figure 7 shows the path of the urban00 data among the provided sequences. The color of the circle that overlaps with the path indicates the number of satellites received at each location: the brighter the color of the circle, the greater the number of received satellite data. In general, GNSS-based commercial mobile mapping systems require more than 10 satellites for accurate localization. However, such satellite reception is hardly achievable in the urban environments, as indicated by the average satellite numbers in Table 5 . Sample scenes captured by cameras and LiDARs are provided in Figures 12, 13 , and 14. Figure 8 depicts the structure of the provided data. Data were collected in the ROS environment using the ROS timestamp. All data are provided in a single compressed file with the tar.gz extension. Calibration is performed upon the collection of data for accurate calibration values. The calibration values for each sequence are stored in the calibration folder whereas all sensor data are located in the sensor_data folder. The image data are provided separately from the sensor data and the image data should be posed as shown in Figure 8 to use the provided file player.
Data format

3D LiDAR data:
The Velodyne VLP-16, which is used as the 3D LiDAR sensor, is a sensor with 16 channels and provides measurement data in a perpacket basis. For sensor stability, data were acquired at a rotational speed of 10 Hz. The timestamp at the end of each rotation was used as the timestamps of the packets. The sensor measurements were stored in the folders VLP_left and VLP_right under the name of \time_stamp.bin.. For intuitive use of the data, the packets were converted into Cartesian coordinate values and reflectance values and were saved in floating-point binary format. Each point consists of four items (x, y, z, R). Here, x, y, and z are the local Cartesian coordinate values of the sensor, and R is the reflectance of the point. The timestamps of all 3D LiDAR sensor data were stored sequentially in VLP_left_stamp.csv and VLP_right_ stamp.csv. 2. 2D LiDAR data: The SICK LMS-511, which is used as the 2D LiDAR sensor, acquired data at a maximum speed of 100 Hz. 2D LiDAR data were stored in the SICK_back and the SICK_middle folders in a floating-point binary format. The file name of each datum is the timestamp of each scan data. In the case of 2D LiDAR, raw data (r, R) that were not converted into Cartesian coordinates was provided to reduce the size of the data. Here r is the range value of each measurement, and R is the reflectance value. The Field of View (FOV) of the LMS-511 sensor is 190 8 , ranging from À5 8 to 185 8 . When the data are acquired at 100 Hz, the angle between two measurements is 0:666 8 . The ith range measurement can be converted into Cartesian coordinates using
In addition, the timestamps of all 2D LiDAR data were saved sequentially in SICK_back_stamp.csv and SICK_ middle_stamp.csv.
Stereo image:
The stereo images were acquired at 10 Hz and stored in the loss-less PNG format in unrectified 8-bit Bayer pattern images. The Bayer pattern of the images is RGGB. An external trigger was used for accurate synchronization of the stereo camera. Images are stored in the stereo_left and stereo_right folders in the image folder, and each image is named using timestamps. The timestamps of all stereo images are stored in order in stereo_stamp.csv located in the sensor_-data folder. The image data and the sensor data are provided separately for convenient downloading. The provided raw Bayer images are able to be converted into RGB images using the demosaic function of MATLAB or the cvtColor function of OpenCV ( Figure 9 ). Rectification of the stereo images is easily Fig. 8 . Structure of a single sequence. The image data are provided separately from other sensor data due to the size of the image data. After downloading the image data, the image data must be manually relocated to be properly loaded by the file player, which is one of the provided development tools. Fig. 9 . The dataset provides unrectified 8-bit Bayer pattern images (a). This image can be converted into rectified RGB images (b) using calibration data.
processed using the provided MATLAB file (stereoParams.mat) or ROS parameter data (left.yaml, right.yaml). 4. Data sequence: The names and timestamps of all sensor data were sequentially stored in the data_s-tamp.csv file in the form of (timestamp, sensor name). 5. Altimeter data: The altitude data measured by the altimeter sensor was stored in the altitude.csv file in the form of (timestamp, altitude). 6. Encoder data: The incremental pulse count values of the wheel encoder were saved in the encoder.csv file in the form of (timestamp, left count, right count). 7. FOG data: The relative rotational motion between consecutive sensor data was saved in the fog.csv file in the form of (timestamp, delta roll, delta pitch, delta yaw). 8. GPS data: The global position measured using the commercial-grade GPS sensor was stored in the gps.csv file in the form of (timestamp, latitude, longitude, altitude, 9-tuple vector (position covariance)). 9. VRS-GPS data: The accurate global position measured by the VRS-GPS sensor was stored in the vrs_gps.csv file in the form of (timestamp, latitude, longitude, x coordinate, y coordinate, altitude, fix state, number of satellite, horizontal precision, latitude std, longitude std, altitude std, heading validate flag, magnetic global heading, speed in knots, speed in km, GNVTG mode, orthometric altitude). The x and y values were calculated in the universal transverse mercator (UTM) coordinate system. The fix state is a number representing the state of the VRS-GPS (1: normal; 2: DGPS; 4: fix; 5: float). The specifications of the VRS-GPS listed in the sensor list (Table 2 ) is the accuracy of fixed state. 10. IMU data: The incremental rotational pose, gyro scope data, linear acceleration, and magnetic field data were stored in the imu.csv file in the form of (timestamp, quaternion x, quaternion y, quaternion z, quaternion w, Euler x, Euler y, Euler z, Gyro x, Gyro y, Gyro z, Acceleration x, Acceleration y, Acceleration z, MagnetField x, MagnetField y, MagnetField z).
Baseline trajectory using SLAM
One of the primary purposes of using a public dataset is to exploit the baseline provided with the dataset. However, obtaining a precise baseline position of a vehicle is challenging in complex urban areas where GPS data are highly sporadic. Both general GPS and high-precision VRS-GPS cannot calculate accurate global position owing to the environmental complexity of such environments. In this paper, the baseline trajectory was estimated using an incremental smoothing and mapping (iSAM) (Kaess et al., 2008) pose-graph SLAM framework ( Figure  11 ). Rotational measurements from FOG and distance measurements from the encoder sensor were utilized to calculate the sequential relative constraint of the SLAM framework. In the case of VRS-GPS measurements, a measurement with low uncertainty was adopted as the partial constraint. The data obtained from the sensors and the optimization process can be used to calculate the pose graph with high accuracy. However, in areas with a multitude of high-rise buildings, the accuracy of the graph decreased owing to the unreliable GPS data, which can improve global accuracy. In order to overcome this problem, loops were created in the paths for data acquisition, and the accumulated error was compensated through the loop-closing process. Upon the occurrence of a loop in the path of a vehicle, the relative poses for loop closing were calculated using the Iterative Closest Point (ICP) (Segal et al., 2009 ) algorithm with a local point cloud at each node (Figure 10 ). Local point clouds were first Fig. 11 . Constraint between graph nodes. All nodes are configured with relative constraints using odometry information. The odometry information is calculated using data obtained from the wheel encoder and FOG. If the VRS-GPS data are accurate, a global constraint is added to each node, and a relative constraint is added between nodes through the ICP algorithm. created based on the initial pose graph in the vicinity of the two nodes where loops occurred. The relative pose between the generated local point clouds were calculated using the ICP algorithm. The calculated relative pose was added as a constraint of the graph, and the position of the vehicle (baseline) was estimated using the node of the optimized graph.
The generated baseline is stored in the vehicle pose.csv file at a rate of 100 Hz. However, it is not recommended to use the provided baseline as the ground truth for mapping or localization as the complexity of the environment differs greatly depending on the sequence.
WebGL 3D demonstration
The dataset mainly provides raw data acquired by the mobile mapping system (MMS). In order to enhance the preview capability, reconstructed 3D point clouds based on the baseline obtained through SLAM are provided to the user through Potree (Schütz, 2016 ) WebGL on our website. The WebGL allows all users to visualize the environment in which the data were collected and the route traveled by the MMS vehicle.
LAS data
The LAS format is a public file format for 3D point clouds. The LAS data of the reconstructed 3D point clouds for all sequences are provided in this dataset. The provided LAS data can be used as prior information for research such as localization and place recognition using LiDAR or images. In addition, the LAS data can be used as source data for segmentation and classification of point clouds. The LAS data contains 3D information in the UTM coordinate system and the intensity values of the point cloud.
Development tool
The following tools are provided with the dataset for user convenience. All tools were created in the ROS environment for the robotics community.
File player:
The file player reads data from the provided sequence and publishes the data as an ROS message. Specific types of messages were defined and released via the GitHub webpage for efficient data delivery. As urban environments are spaces with abundant dynamic objects and traffic lights, a substantial number of stationary sections occurred during the data-collection phase. As the data associated with such stationary periods may be of less importance for researchers, the provided file player is able to skip such sections and adjust the publishing speed. The file player also publishes stereo images in the image folder of the root directory. The file player is unable to find images if the name of the image folder is not exactly identical to image. Check the folder name of stereo images when copying the image data into the file directory. In addition, the player automatically reads stereo calibration files (left.yaml, right.-yaml) from the calibration folder and publishes camera info messages for the generation of rectified images and disparity images through stereo_ima-ge_proc package. Ensure the calibration data are located in the correct folder, as shown in Figure 8 . 2. Data viewer: The data viewer is provided to visually verify data by subscribing the data that is published by the file player. The data viewer displays most navigation sensor data as well as LiDAR sensor data that has been converted into the vehicle reference coordinate system. Stereo images that are converted into RGB images are displayed in the viewer. All provided players and viewers were built by using the libraries provided in ROS without additional dependency.
Potential application
This dataset provides raw sensor data, reconstructed 3D points, and the position of the vehicle estimated via SLAM, hence providing a broad utility to related fields in robotics, computer vision, and urban engineering. Direct application to use the dataset includes various perceptual navigation researches such as SLAM and odometry. The dataset serves multi-modal registration and localization research. By utilizing the two-level accuracy in the sensor data, map building and localization algorithms can be tested and compared with the baseline and 3D maps as prior information. Apart from robotics research, the dataset is suited to civil and urban engineering. Notably, the presented 3D point cloud data. In this field of study, a 3D map obtained by the airborne LiDAR has been widely adopted to obtain information on a wide area in civil engineering research. Unlike airborne-based data, this dataset utilizes a groundlevel viewpoint for the urban 3D point cloud. Many modelbased approaches in urban planning and analysis can be validated using real urban data. 
Conclusion
The purpose of this paper was to provide LiDAR and image data captured from diverse complex urban environments where GPS reception is unreliable and sporadic. The GPS data for estimating global position and the data from navigation sensors such as IMU and FOG are provided with two levels of accuracy. Although commercial-grade sensors (GPS, IMU) are less expensive and less accurate, sensors such as FOG and VRS-GPS are expensive but provide highly accurate sensor measurements. Therefore, researchers are able to selectively use data for estimating the position of the vehicle according to the purpose of the study. In addition, this dataset provides the baseline of the vehicle position, which was estimated using the high-precision sensors, LiDAR sensors, and the SLAM algorithm. The dataset will be continually updated, and the accuracy of the baseline will be improved using the enhanced SLAM algorithm.
